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To all whom it may concern .

means of the slot bin its turned-up end, which

Beitknown that I, CHARLESR. EDWARDS, a slot contains the thread-guide d, rigidly se
citizen of the United States, residing at Buffa-cured to the standard af.
lo, in the county of Erie and State of New York, e is the tension-screw, which passes through 55
5 have invented certain new and useful Improve. a hole in the plate b and enters the standard
ments in Tension Devices for Sewing - Ma a'. This tension-screw has a shoulder, which
chines; and I do hereby declare the following bears against the upper face of plate b, by
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the which means the plate can be depressed, as
invention, such as will enable others skilled desired. f is the under plate, which is riv
O in the art to which it appertains to make and eted or otherwise secured at its end to the
use the same, reference being had to the ac standard at', from which point of fastening the
Companying drawings, and to letters or fig remaining portion of this plate extends to
ures of reference marked thereon, which form ward the tension-screw, and is free to yield
a part of this specification.
under pressure of the upper plate, b, on turn
My invention relates more particularly to ing the tension-screw. The free end f' of the
an arrangement of tension devices in which a plate f is more elastic than the upper plate,
tension screw or nut is turned to regulate the in order that the thread may enter between
tension of the sewing-thread.
the plates at a lighter tellision than at its point
The objects of my invention are, first, to of escape, any unevenness of the thread there
provide a convenient means for...locking the by presenting less obstruction, and the twist
action of the tension-screw within a range be of the thread less disturbed. The thread g, in
tween a desirable maximum and minimum its course from the spool toward the needle,
tension, and to change degrees of tension with enters between the plates in the slot h of the
in that range; second, to arrange tension-plates plate b and escapes from the plates on the rear 75
25 So that the thread will enter between them at side of the thread-guided. To keep the thread
a lighter and more elastic tension than at its constantly in the same path while between the
point of escape; third, to provide improved plates, the sloth should have its inner end, h",
devices for allowing the liberation of the so located that the thread in passing from the
thread from the action of the...tension-plates spool and in front of the tension-screw should

without objectionable displacement of the bear slightly against the inner end, h, of slot
plates or other parts affecting a steady ten h and against the rear side of thread-guide d
SOI.
as it passes to the needle.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva k is a lever pivoted upon the side of stand
tion of my improvements. Fig. 2 is a top arda, just below the underplate, f. An open
35 plan view of the same. Fig. 3 is a fragment ing, l, in the underplate, f, permits the leverk
ary section of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a modifica to be pushed against the upper plate, b, to re
tion.
lease the thread from its tension while drawing
Referring to the drawings, a is the frame the fabric from under the needle. The tension
upon which the tension devices are secured, screw e is provided with a stop projection or 90
40 and may be attached to or cast upon the arm finger, e, which strikes a projection or stop, to
of the sewing-machine. Upon this frame a prevent the tension-screw from making more
are the two standards a? and a.
than one revolution, and thus to limit the ten
b is the upper plate, which may be made sion within a desirable range. In Figs. 1 and 2
more or less elastic, and one end may be held the adjustable screw c, before described, forms
place by the top of screw-post c, which en the stop for the fingere'.
45 in
ters a hole in the plate b, such plate resting Amodified form of stop is shown in Fig. 4,in
on the shoulder c' of the post c, as more clearly which misan adjustable slotted plate adapted
shown in Fig. 3, in which the post and plate to be secured in a raised or lowered position
are shown in raised position. The opposite with relation to stop-finger e by the set-screw IOO
end of plate b is preferably shown as held m", which passes through the slot in the plate
from any considerable lateral displacement by and into the standard a”. The stop c or n is to
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be lowered until the tension-screwe has been tension-screw e, provided with the stop finger
or projection e', and of a stop by means of

turned down to depress the upper plate, f, in
order to obtain the lightest tension desired.
Then the stop c or an is to be raised till the stop
5 finger e will strike it in being turned either
way. in order that the stop-finger e' may start
just at the stop cat the desired light tension,
the shoulder c, if necessary, lay be raised by
turning screw-stop c, to obtain at the start the
IO (lesired tension.
For convenience in adjusting the proper ten

sion within the fixed range, I have placed upon
the top of the tension-screw e figures indicating
different degrees oftension. These figures may
start with figure 9 facing the stop indicating
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a tension light enough for No. 90 thread, and, as
the tension is tightened by turning screw e, fig
ure S will next face the stop indicating No. S0
thread, and so on with the remaining figures.
Any of these figures may be used to restore any
favorite tension for particular work without
regard to the particular thread indicated.
To produce the most desirable degrees of ex
actness, the indicating characters are useful;
but a very desirable object is accomplished by

noting the position of the stop-?inger or projec
tion e on a tension Screw or nut, as limited in its
range within a single revolution for the posi
tion of the finger, or its distance from the start
ing-point on one side of the stop is itself an im
portant guide; and this feature of the tension
screw having the finger or projection to be met
by the adjustable stop, it is evident, is applica
ble to any tension device whether tension
plates or tension-Wheels are used, as in Several
well-known forms of tension devices where the
tension is regulated by turning a thumb screw
Ol nut.
After the range of tension has been set, as
described, the nost inexperienced operator
need not and cannot go astray from the best
Stitch.
I clain
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1. In a tension device for sewing-machines,
the combination, with a tension-member, of the

which the stop-finger is restricted in its move
ment to one revolution of the tension-Screw, as
and for the purpose stated.
2. In a tension device for sewing-machines,
the combination, with a tension-member, of the
tension-screw e, provided with indicating-fig
lures and the stop finger or projection 0, and of
a stop by means of which the stop-finger is re 55
stricted in its movement within a single revo
lution of the tension-screw, as and for the pur
pose stated.
3. In a tension device for sewing-machines,
the combination of the plate?, having its end 6o
at dimmovably fastened to the supporting
frame (t', and the plate b, having its forward
end touching and bearing on that portion of
plate f between its fastened end danditsinner
end, substantially as and for the purpose 65
stated.
4. In a tension device for sewing-machines,
the plate f, having its end immovably secured
to the supporting-frame a', and the plate b, hav
ing its forward end touching and bearing on the
elastic portion of the plate?, between its fasten
ing at cland its inner end, in combination with
the tension-liberating leverk, pivoted to frame
a', and acting upon plate b from beneath, and
between the elastic end of plate f and its rigid 75
fastening at d, substantially as and for the pur
pose stated.
5. In a tension device for sewing-machines,
the tension-plate b, in combination with the
screw c, provided with shoulder c', and the
tension-screw e, provided with stop-finger e,
substantially as and for purposes set forth.
In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub
scribing witnesses.
CHAIRLIES R. EDWARDS.
Witnesses:

W. T. MILLER,

OTTO HODIDICR.

